Toad for the DBA: Log Switch Frequency Map

There will be times when a database seemingly slows down due to unusually high insert, update or delete activity. That’s not to say that there’s anything inherently wrong with such a workload, just that sometimes your database will experience unusually high loads. For the DBA, knowing when such atypical workloads occur can often be helpful as an initial first step in troubleshooting database performance in general. Think of it this way: sometimes driving to work takes longer than usual – not because you’re doing anything wrong driving or because of automobile mechanical difficulties, but rather due to heavy traffic. The same can be true for the database, and knowing this can help define an important context when performing database diagnostics work.

Toad makes this analysis dirt simple.

Let’s examine the Toad Log Switch Frequency Map screen. You can launch this screen via the Main Menu - > Database - > Diagnose - > Log Switch Frequency Map, as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Launching Toad's Log Switch Frequency Map](image)

The Toad Log Switch Frequency Map screen, shown in Figure 2, is a fairly straightforward screen to use. It merely displays a nice little data grid organizing and showing the number of redo log file switches that occurred by hour of day for the recent past. Look again at Figure 2, specifically at column #13 for the first row of data. On Friday the 13th around 1:00 PM my database experienced an unusually high workload that resulted in many times my normal redo log spin rate. And yes, I waited until a Friday the 13th and chose the 13th hour to be cute. Research into what was happening yields that I was running some really big batch jobs to create and populate tables. As I stated before, there’s nothing wrong with such a workload. But now that I know this, my ensuing database performance and diagnostic actions now have a well defined context. So in this case rather than looking for some expensive SQL SELECT statements that might normally slow a system down, I can instead focus my efforts in examining INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE commands for alternative and superior coding. I also might look into the overlap of the batch jobs as well as their parallel nature (or lack thereof).
What kinds of additional questions might this screen help one to resolve? If there was a very heavy redo log switch rate (such as with a nightly data warehousing batch cycle where the logs might switch hundreds or even thousands of times per hour, the DBA could now ask questions such as:

Are the redo log files deployed on a poor IO characteristic platform (e.g. RAID 5) for the workload – i.e. heavy writes
Are the redo log files appropriately sized for the nature of the workload, such that log switches occur no more than every 20 minutes (or whatever your criteria is)
Should we consider Solid State Disk (SSD) or some other high speed IO platform to support the typical peak sustained redo log IO and switches

Returning the earlier automobile driving analogy, the Toad Redo Log Switch screen yields historical information like your cars computer – such as when your average speed and fuel consumption was highest. That way you can amend your driving (and database) to obtain the best results. And at the very minimum, you’ll know when you ran into those annoying traffic jams – because you can see that you moved at just 5 MPH average.
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